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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

The above are just two examples of mobile ad fraud perpetrated during the past year.

This report explores the impact of COVID-19 on mobile ad fraud and mobile malware, during a 
year like no other. The disruption caused by the pandemic, and the synchronous and sudden push 
towards online for business, education and personal activities brought with it a spike in fraud. 
The account is based on aggregate data from Secure-D, Upstream’s full-stack anti-fraud platform, 
and incorporates insights from 35 mobile operators across 23 markets, covering nearly 840 million 
mobile users. In total, more than one billion transactions were analyzed. This represents one of the 
largest and most detailed data sets on mobile ad fraud and malware. 

With in-depth analysis of the key markets affected by Direct Carrier Billing (DCB) fraud and insights 
into how these frauds operate, the report reveals the top apps responsible for malware, the most 
dangerous app stores, and the most vulnerable markets. It also offers insights into what mobile 
operators and end-users can do to protect themselves from threat actors. 

A single mobile device in Brazil attempted to make 15,997 purchase attempts 
from the ‘Best QR Code Scanner’ app in the course of one month. In that 
same month in Thailand, one user appeared to make 10,687 sign up attempts 
from the ‘com.meizu.safe’, a system app found on MEIZU smartphones.

35 
mobile 
operators

840M 
users

1B 
mobile 
transactions

23 
markets
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HIGHLIGHTS

20% Tools & 
Personalization

17% Entertainment & 
Lifestyle

21% Games

Most 
malicious 
app 
categories

High infection rates in

Brazil

96%
Indonesia

99%

95%
of all mobile transactions 
processed were fraudulent

29%
of malicious apps still went 
through Google Play, but 
2020 saw a shift towards 
third-party app stores

21% 
of the most malicious 
apps were in the 
“Games” category

45,000+
malicious apps were 
identified

93%
of fraudulent purchase 
attempts were blocked 
due to the detection of 
malicious bots



01 MOBILE AD FRAUD 
A PERSISTENT MULTI-BILLION 
DOLLAR EPIDEMIC 
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What is mobile ad fraud?
Mobile ad fraud can be defined as fraud that is 
committed on consumers, advertisers, publishers, 
or supply partners by intentionally exploiting 
process, control, or technical weakness in mobile 
advertising technology, resulting in a financial or 
other loss. 

There are many types of mobile ad fraud, but the 
two most common are:

•   Tricking consumers into making unwanted 
purchases through social engineering or 
‘invisible button’ clicks. Direct Carrier Billing 
(DCB) is the most common target for this 
type of fraud as people use their mobiles to 
purchase goods and services.

•  Defrauding advertisers to unwittingly pay 
scammers for machine-generated clicks on 
promotional content generated by bots, click 
farms, etc.

Who is the victim?
Mobile ad fraud affects everyone in the mobile 
ecosystem negatively, from mobile operators to 
advertisers to consumers. Consumers are affected 
by inexplicably high bills for services they did not 
purchase, loss of airtime, and phone malfunctions 
ranging from increased battery consumption to 
overheating. Advertisers are hit by financial losses 
as they need to make payments to publishers for 
fake impressions and clicks. Mobile operators are 
affected by damage to their reputation, customer 
churn, overwhelmed call centers, and more.

Mobile fraud is endemic in developing markets. 
Users there are more vulnerable as some go 
online for the first time via their mobile and use 
DCB for a number of goods and services. Globally, 
about 1.7 billion adults remain unbanked and 
are unable to access financial services5 with the 
majority of them being in developing economies. 

As more business, financial, and personal 
activity shifts online, mobile has confirmed 
its position as the global platform of choice. 
There are now 14 billion mobile devices2 

worldwide.

More than half of all online transactions already take place on 
mobile3 and, due to the pandemic, mobile engagement in 
2020 soared to even greater heights. This surge was reflected 
in marketing efforts too, with mobile advertising spend 
increasing 26% year-on-year.4 Yet, as ad spend increased, 
fraud followed along.

3.5B 
smartphone users 
worldwide1

$240B 
mobile advertising 
spend globally

1 Statista, “Number of smartphone users worldwide from 2016 to 2023”, September 2020
2  Statista, “Forecast number of mobile devices worldwide from 2020 to 2024”, January 2020
3 Comscore, “Global Mobile Payments Outlook” Whitepaper, May 2020
4 Marketing Dive, “Mobile ad spending surged 26% in 2020 as pandemic fueled demand”, 14 January, 2021
5  Worldbank.org, “Financial Inclusion on the Rise, But Gaps Remain, Global Findex Database Shows”, 19 April, 2018
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How big is the problem?
Half of all digital ad fraud is down to mobile. 
Estimates vary widely, but mobile ad fraud could 
be a US$ 20 billion industry6 as a result of the 110 
million Android devices worldwide estimated to 
be infected with malware. Data from Secure-D, 
Upstream’s full-stack anti-fraud platform 
deployed in 23 markets, shows tens of thousands 
of malicious apps running on the Android 
operating system in 2020. Fraudulent apps are 
present on both major app stores like Google Play 
and third-party stores such as APKMart, APKPure 
and apkmonk and in some cases are preinstalled 
on Android devices, especially low-end ones. 

Secure-D data indicates losses to mobile ad fraud 
in 2020 could have exceeded the one billion dollar 
mark if it had not been stopped in its tracks.

Why is it so widespread?
In a fast-developing, globally interconnected 
mobile ecosystem, fraud can originate from any 
location. Fraudsters operate like sophisticated 
multinational businesses, creating a complex 
ecosystem with multiple layers across jurisdictions 
and with numerous players involved. 

Mobile ad fraud is a low risk - high profit crime 
which is what makes it so attractive to fraudsters. 
The industry today is spending millions protecting 
itself from bad actors after attacks have already 
taken place. As a result, it is perpetually on 
the defensive and in reactive mode. With 
bottom lines under tremendous pressure, fraud 
protection solutions are employed to effectively 
and proactively safeguard their businesses and 
end-users from attacks. 

6  Statista, “Estimated cost of digital ad fraud worldwide in 2018 and 2022”, 14 January, 2021



THRIVING ON UNCERTAINTY 
COVID-19 AS A DIGITAL & 
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2020 has been a year like no other 
by all accounts. The COVID-19 crisis 
dramatically intensified the risk of 
fraud. Criminals love uncertainty and 
disruption, and the conditions since 
early 2020 are providing an abundance 
of both.

7 Global Web Index, “Report Consumer trends in 2021”
8 Statista, “Annual number of app downloads from the Google Play Store worldwide from 2016 to 2020”, February 4, 2021

108.5B 

apps were downloaded by 
Google Play users in 2020

The pandemic took everybody online. Globally, 
people spent nearly three hours per day on 
mobile devices last year7 due to social distancing 
restrictions that kept them at home. Consumers 
also spent more time on mobile entertainment 
channels including content and applications. 
In 2020, Google Play users worldwide downloaded 
108.5 billion mobile apps, up from 76 billion apps 
in 2018.8

In response, companies of all sizes moved online 
at an accelerated pace, launching new offerings 
and marketing campaigns for this mobile-
first customer. According to Upstream’s data 
(Road to Digital report) 75% of telecom operators 
have accelerated their digital plans due to the 
pandemic and most (74%) are already planning to 
increase their investments in digital solutions.

https://www.upstreamsystems.com/the-road-to-digital/ 
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All these factors combined created the ideal conditions for mobile ad fraud to not only survive, but 
thrive. Here are three ways that the pandemic harbored and intensified the threat of mobile ad fraud:

Accelerated digital transformation
Lockdowns and travel restrictions around the world meant that organizations migrated 
almost overnight to remote and online working, often sacrificing planning and testing 
for the fastest time-to-launch. Teams, especially in small organizations, adopted 
a range of apps for productivity and collaboration that had not necessarily been 
rigorously evaluated by information security experts, for instance. Cybercriminals used 
sophisticated analysis tools to seek out weak spots and were able to take advantage of 
poor controls and lax IT security. In a world where everything was suddenly different, 
management was distracted and atypical activity that would normally be a red flag for 
fraud was not necessarily noticed. 

Workplace email accounts were targeted as employees expected to receive coronavirus 
updates from their employers, and would inherently trust communications that 
looked like they had been sent by their own company. These communications used 
sophisticated social engineering to lure employees into opening malicious attachments.

Migration to m-commerce and m-entertainment
Widespread lockdowns meant that customers went online for both shopping and 
entertainment. In developing economies with limited fixed internet infrastructure, 
this led to a significant increase in m-commerce and mobile internet access. Gaming 
platforms, radio competitions, helplines, and call centers all saw sharp increases in usage. 
More niche applications such as adult services and associated premium messaging 
activities also saw spikes.

Hackers were not far behind. There was an uptick in malicious “leisure” apps on Google 
Play Store like Atlas Box, Puzzle Addict, and Video Lounge. These apps claimed to offer 
free entertainment but, in reality, tricked users into subscribing to premium services.9 
Since premium content and messaging services are often paid for via DCB, this impacted 
mobile operators as well.

9  Telemedia.co.uk, “Don’t forget fraud whilst fighting Corona – a warning from the experts”, April 8, 2020
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One attack hijacked the DNS settings of home routers to make web 
browsers display alerts for a fake COVID-19 information app, supposedly 
from the World Health Organization (WHO).11 In reality, the app was little 
more than a delivery mechanism for the Oski data harvesting virus.

COVID-related ‘fake news’
New COVID-19-themed attacks targeting mobile users were rife, attempting to lure 
unsuspecting victims into visiting bogus news sites, clicking on deceptive links, or 
revealing personal and financial information over the phone. Tactics included:

10 ThreatPost.com, “Official Government COVID-19 Apps Hide a Raft of Threats”, April 7, 2020 
11 ThreatPost.com, “Hackers Hijack Routers to Spread Malware Via Coronavirus Apps”, March 26, 2020

a.  Free pandemic news apps to try and 
trick people into sharing information. 
While they were not often available in 
‘legitimate’ marketplaces like the iOS 
App Store or Google Play, these apps 
enticed users by offering access to 
‘secret’ COVID-19 updates or unofficial 
medicines and herbal remedies.

b.  Copycat apps10 posing like government-
sanctioned mobile apps to help 
citizens track the spread of symptoms 
and infections. Taking advantage of 
inconsistencies in release schedules, 
fraudsters convinced users to add 
malicious updates or download content 
that contained backdoors for malware. 
This was used to retrieve user names, 
passwords, credit card numbers, and 
other sensitive information stored in the 
browser. 



MOBILE MALWARE STATS 
THE WORLD HAS CHANGED 
SO HAS MOBILE FRAUD03
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Based on Secure-D platform data collected from 35 operators across 23 countries 
to safeguard all players in the mobile ecosystem, Upstream saw that mobile ad 
fraud remained at large during 2020.

However certain shifts have been observed mainly concerning the source of “infections” and the 
category of content consumed that has led fraudsters to also adapt their methods. As this data pertains 
to the markets where Upstream’s anti-fraud platform is deployed alone, global figures, extrapolated, are 
inevitably much higher. 

09:00 am

Digital and mobile fraud malware in numbers: 
an overall perspective

12 Statista, “Estimated cost of digital ad fraud worldwide in 2018 and 2022”, January 14, 2021
13 Campaign Asia.com, “Programmatic market a ‘mess’ with half of money still not reaching publishers”, May 7, 2020
14 McAfee, “Mobile Threat Report Q1, 2020”, March 3, 2020
15 Symantec, “Internet Security Threat Report Volume 24”, 2020

Hidden apps are the 
most active mobile threat 
category, increasing by 

30% since 2018. 
Thousands of apps are 
actively hiding their presence 
after installation, making 
them difficult to locate and 
remove while annoying 
victims with invasive ads.14

Ad fraud is expected 
to trigger losses of 

US$44B 
worldwide by 2022.12

 Only 12% of 
programmatic ad 
impressions can be 
accounted for, giving 
fraudsters sanctuary 
to operate without 
consequence.13

1 in 36 mobile 
devices have high-risk 
apps installed.15
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Secure-D: data from 840 million users in emerging markets 

Malicious apps still widespread in Google Play – 
but moving further afield
45,891 malicious apps were engaged in suspicious 
or outright fraudulent activity in 2020. The Google 
Play Store remains the biggest marketplace to 
access and download apps for Android. Thanks to 
increased monitoring and authentication efforts, 
it is the safest choice for downloading Android 
Apps. However, 22% of suspicious apps were still 
available in 2020, while 7% had been removed.

Secure-D data indicates that fraudsters are 
increasingly turning their attention to other third-
party app stores. 71% of malware-laden apps were 
available to consumers on such stores. This is a 
sharp rise from 51% in 2019, demonstrating a shift 
in fraud away from Google Play and towards 
less secure and unregulated app stores.

US$1.3B

Secure-D found that over 16% 
of mobile users performing 
mobile transactions 
had malware-infected devices.

Secure-D processed over 1 billion 
mobile purchase attempts from 
840 million subscribers. 95% of 
them were blocked as suspicious, 
demonstrating the scale of 
mobile ad fraud.

transactions 
processed 1B

Secure-D identified nearly 
18 million unique infected mobile 
devices in 2020. Over 45,000 
malicious apps were identified 
during the year.

 17.8M infected 
devices

End-users in the 23 markets where 
Secure-D operated in 2020, avoided 
$1.3 billion in losses due to fraudulent 
sign ups being blocked.

fraudulent 
charges prevented

1 in 6
infected 
mobile users
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Top categories for malicious apps
COVID-19 has forced people to spend much more 
time at home. This means they have had to look 
for new ways to keep themselves entertained 
indoors. It is indicative that global video game 
revenue surged from $150 billion in 2019 to 
$180 billion in 2020 as a result.16 To paint the 
picture, Netflix broke its record for net additional 
subscribers, gaining 37 million for the year.17

Of course, fraudsters followed the market trend, 
with “Games” becoming the most suspicious 
category in Google Play. This surpassed “Tools, 
Personalization and Productivity” which was the 
most suspicious app category of 2019.

In fact, on a year-on-year basis, the suspicious 
activity in gaming apps increased by 7% with 
legitimate and very popular apps from this 
category being targeted and showing irregular 
transaction patterns.

While in 2019 the following apps triggered very 
little suspicious sign up attempts, these attempts 
multiplied during the past year. According to 
data available from Secure-D, in 2019 only two 
purchase attempts coming from the “Farm Fruit 
Pop: Party Time” app were blocked as suspicious. 
A year later, that number rose to almost 31,000.

16  MarketWatch.com, “Videogames are a bigger industry than movies and North American sports combined, thanks to the pandemic”, 
January 2, 2021

17 Los Angeles Times, “Netflix broke subscriber records in 2020. Will it slow down?”, January 19, 2021

+30,95130,953

+295,665297,482

+87,43387,448

+31,13434,449

+127,482127,490

Happy Color™ – Color by Number. 
Coloring games

Ludo Game: Ludo 2020 Star Game

Ludo Neo-Classic : King of the 
Dice Game 2020

Farm Fruit Pop: Party Time

My Talking Tom 2

RemovedPresence of Google Play: Published Never 
Published

App Name
2020 Blocked 
Transactions

Google Play 
Availability

Blocks Increase 
vs 2019

As people turned online to entertain themselves and have fun, “Games” 
became the main target for fraudsters
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Malicious apps by category

21% Games

20% Tools, Personalization & Productivity

17% Entertainment, Lifestyle, Shopping,
          Health & Fitness, House & Home

12% Communication, Social,
          News & Magazines, Dating

9% Books & Reference,
        Education

8% Music & Audio,
         Video Players &
         Editors, Media

6% Food &
        Beverage

Even though “Games” was the top suspicious app group for the previous year, other app categories 
saw an even bigger year-on-year increase in irregular activity, which could be explained by the same 
reasons. In “Entertainment & Lifestyle” apps suspicious activity rose by 8%. In “Communication & Social”, 
this rise was much higher at 17%. Fraudsters took advantage of the need of mobile users to have fun 
and stay connected with their friends and family when they couldn’t physically meet them. Suspicious 
activity in the "Tools & Personalization" app category reduced by 9.5%, further confirming this shift – 
among users and fraudsters – towards fun and entertainment.



MALWARE 
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The top ten movers and shakers of mobile ad fraud

Secure-D maintains the Mobile Malware Index, a ranked index of the worst 
offenders for suspicious and fraudulent activity. In 2020, ‘com.android.fmradio’, 
was the most “active” malicious app. The radio player app, which has been 
removed from the Google Play store, was responsible for almost 100 million 
suspicious purchase attempts. 

If ‘com.android.fmradio’ comes first in terms 
of sign up attempts blocked, then Snaptube, a 
video downloading app that has been detected 
delivering invisible ads and non-human clicks 
in the past, leads in terms of infection reach. 
Secure-D blocked more than 37 million suspicious 
purchase attempts linked to the app coming from 
8.7 million unique users. This was far ahead of the 
next app in the list, Caping, which in comparison 
triggered suspicious sign ups from the devices of 
over 500,000 unique users.

Meizu, a Chinese manufacturer of relatively low 
cost smartphones, features heavily on the most 
suspicious list. Totaling over 78 million blocked 
purchase attempts and 201,000 unique users 
across three separate apps featuring in this top 
ten, at least older Meizu handsets, still in use 
though, appear to be infected with malicious 
system apps.

https://index.secure-d.io/
https://www.upstreamsystems.com/secure-d-uncovers-non-human-clicks-subscriptions-popular-android-app-snaptube/
https://www.upstreamsystems.com/secure-d-uncovers-non-human-clicks-subscriptions-popular-android-app-snaptube/
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com.meizu.
flyme.weather 

119,328

55,154

10,289,482

5,956,261

Snaptube

356,270

App Name
Transactions 
Blocked

Google Play 
Availability

Audio Player

MEIZU 
system app

Audio/video 
downloader from 
popular sites

News app for 
Indonesia

Freemium video 
editor app

UI tool for quick 
access to common 
smartphone 
functions

System app 
preinstalled on 
Tecno W2 devices

MEIZU system app

MEIZU system app

Downloader of 
“cracked” versions 
of premium apps 
for free 

Description
Infected 
Devices

173,593 

99,821,247

4,616,559 

AppCake

8,706,943

27,333

37,237,862

7,837,684

com.meizu.assistant

547,507

31,435

35,940,158

7,825,515

114,992 

131,648 

64,941,422

9,012,674

com.meizu.safeC

com.android.fmradioC

C

C

T

Caping

VivaVideo

QuickTouch

Triada/Xhelper

RemovedPresence of Google Play: Published Never 
Published

Top 10 malicious apps of 2020
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Secure-D blocked more than 20 million suspicious sign-up requests 
by VivaVideo originating from over 1 million infected devices across 
19 countries in a little less than two years. Had the app not been 
contained, the potential cost in ad revenue and data charges could have 
reached as high as US$27 million.

The freemium Android app may come with a nasty payload

The global surge in user-generated content 
creation for apps like Instagram and TikTok makes 
VivaVideo an attractive solution to help people 
create short, shareable videos. VivaVideo offers 
mobile users basic video production features — 
editing tools, effects, music overlays, and more – 
to create popular content. It is developed by 
QuVideo Inc, based in Hangzhou, China and 
reportedly has over 100 million downloads.

The app has been tracked by the Secure-D 
platform since early 2019. It had frequently topped 
Secure-D’s own Mobile Malware Index, prompting 
further investigation. In a secure testing 
environment, the app was observed initiating 
premium subscription attempts, delivering 
invisible ads to users while avoiding detection. 

Without intervention, these purchases would be 
reported as genuine clicks, which could result in 
both the end-user and advertiser incurring costs.

To avoid detection, VivaVideo restricts malicious 
activity when being investigated by monitoring 
software. This makes it a persistent threat. 
Older versions of the Viva Video App contained 
a well-known ad fraud software development 
kit (SDK), Batmobi. The latter has been banned 
from Google Play as it is known to exploit user 
permissions to record false clicks. Newer versions 
of the VivaVideo app on Google Play don’t contain 
Batmobi, but outdated VivaVideo app versions 
have been frequently distributed via ShareIt, 
a popular transfer and sharing app, keeping the 
malicious SDK circulating among mobile users.

Developer: QuVideo Inc

Availability on Google Play: Published Downloads: 100+ M 

Publicly exposed: November 2020

VivaVideo

A closer look at two persistent agitators

19 
countries 
infected

$27M
fraudulent 
charges prevented

20M 
suspicious 
transactions blocked
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Triada-Xhelper is Android malware that’s hard to 
pin down and is a major facilitator of mobile ad 
fraud through a family of apps called ‘com.mufc’. 
It’s also incredibly persistent; it can’t be removed 
by conventional methods and remains even 
after a factory reset. Google has launched its 
own investigation about Triada18, realizing it was 
being installed on Android handsets at a point in 
the supply chain.

The Secure-D platform detected an unusually 
high volume of sign up requests coming 
from Ethiopia, Egypt, Cameroon, and Ghana. 
Investigation and analysis revealed that the Triada 
malware was pre-installed on newly purchased 
Tecno W2 devices by Transsion, the top selling 
mobile phone manufacturer in Africa.19

Triada acts as a software backdoor allowing the 
installation of Xhelper, the trojan. With Triada pre-
installed, Xhelper automatically downloads onto 
the device and begins fraudulent activity such as 
click or subscription fraud and generating fake 
premium subscription requests. Triada-Xhelper 
also attempts to install other malicious software 
without the users’ knowledge. All of these actions 
happen in the background and are invisible to the 
device owner. From March 2019 until August 2020, 
and during the course of the investigation, a total 
of 19.2 million suspicious purchase attempts 
were recorded from over 200,000 unique devices 
due to Triada-Xhelper. While the majority were in 
Africa, mainly in Ethiopia, Cameroon, Egypt, Ghana, 
and South Africa, fraudulent mobile transaction 
activity was detected in another 14 countries.

What makes Triada-Xhelper especially dangerous is its ‘unkillable’ 
nature. End-users need advanced expertise to purge their devices. 
Secure-D has been blocking all suspicious activity from Tecno W2 
devices in Africa since the investigation began. 

18 Google Security Blog, “PHA Family Highlights: Triada”, June 6, 2019
19  IDC, “ Africa’s Smartphone Market Posts Growth, but Uncertainty Around Global COVID-19 Outbreak Casts Shadow 

over Short-Term Prospects”, March 5, 2020

Double trouble with an ‘unkillable’ pair

Developer: Unknown

Availability on Google Play: N/A 

Publicly exposed: August 2020

Triada-Xhelper

19 
countries 
infected

19.2M 
suspicious 
transactions blocked

$25M
fraudulent 
charges prevented

T
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Secure-D monitors more than a 
billion mobile transactions annually. 
The platform uses a combination 
of advanced machine learning 
algorithms and payment processing 
workflows to detect, identify, and 
prevent mobile ad fraud.

Based on Secure-D’s detection and blocking 
mechanisms, four main types of activity 
trigger responsive action to block fraudulent 
and malicious sign ups. An app or purchase 
attempt may be blocked for more than one of 
these reasons.

Malicious bot
Malware that triggers unauthorized transactions. In the past, bots ran on servers. Today, 
they are typically on end-user devices, embedded in smartphone apps and attempt to 
perform fraudulent purchases of premium services, incurring high fees for operators 
and end-users.

Devices infected by malicious bots conduct programmatic clicks. These are purchase 
attempts performed automatically using multiple techniques such as injecting 
malicious Javascript hosted on the internet or by having the app itself attempt the 
purchase directly. Amongst other techniques, Secure-D detects automated activation 
attempts using hidden buttons on a web page. These buttons are invisible to the 
human eye, but bots will be able to see them and click on them fraudulently. 

The Caping app is a source of programmatic clicks and the 
4th most suspicious app for 2020.

93.18% Malicious bot

62.42% Suspicious
behavior

22.35% Transaction
activity pattern

7.49% Header
injection &
IP discrepancy

Blocking category
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Suspicious behavior
Unusual or unwanted behavior on a landing page that signals a fraudulent attempt is 
taking place. Secure-D monitors behavior on subscription pages and detects automatic 
click and purchase attempts. The platform does so by identifying abnormal actions. 
These include extremely fast button clicks for activation or an abnormally high number 
of purchase attempts per subscriber. 

Transaction activity pattern
This category refers to transactions that are blocked based on the user transaction 
history. Secure-D uses applied machine learning and behavioral analytics to analyze 
each user’s transaction history and create patterns. When purchase attempts clearly 
don’t follow the said pattern, there’s indication of fraud, enabling the platform to mark 
them as suspicious and block them. 

Header injection & IP discrepancy
This category includes sign up attempts by maliciously injected user IDs, or coming 
from high-risk online locations such as proxies or VPNs. By monitoring aspects like 
header injection and IP discrepancy, Secure-D can detect bogus and malicious user 
IDs. As for IP discrepancy, it typically means that a user’s IP address falls outside an 
allowable, legitimate range defined by mobile operators.  

Devices installed with the ‘com.meizu.safe’ app weren’t 
following a normal transaction pattern, with purchase attempts 
being repeated again and again.

Monitoring HTTP header injection, Secure-D, caught user 
impersonation initiated by ‘Snaptube’, triggering unwanted 
subscription attempts.

‘com.android.fmradio’, the top suspicious app of 2020, 
triggered transaction attempts in speed and numbers that an 
actual human by no means would make.
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Brazil

Brazil is one of the largest emerging markets in the world, 
with 178 million21 smartphone connections. In 2020, the 
value of m-commerce in the country continued to grow, 
reaching US$12 billion in revenue.22 Unsurprisingly, it has 
become a significant target for fraudsters. 

12K 
malicious 
apps at play

449M 
mobile transactions 
processed

1 in 8 
malware infected 
devices20

Secure-D found nearly 12,000 malicious apps had infected users’ 
devices in Brazil, resulting in more than nine million malware-
infected devices overall. Connected to this, 96% of the nearly 
450 million mobile transactions Secure-D processed during 2020 
were identified as fraudulent and were blocked.

As an example of the prevalence and severity of this situation, 
Secure-D identified a user in Brazil whose device attempted to 
make 15,997 sign ups from a single app (Best QR Code Scanner) in 
just one month.

Fraudulent 
transactions

96%

20 Proportion of unique mobile users performing a transaction
21 GSMA, “The Mobile Economy: Latin America 2020”, December 9, 2020
22 Statista, “E-commerce sales revenue in Brazil in 2019 and 2023, by device”, July 15, 2020
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Top 5 malicious apps in 
Brazil, 2020 
One particularly notable malicious app, 
‘AppCake’, allowed users to download “cracked” 
versions of paid apps for free. The cracked 
versions downloaded by AppCake would then 
infect the device with malware and trigger 
unauthorized sign up attempts posing as 
legitimate apps, such as Sensor Box for Android.

Most malicious app category

121,2373,157,442

8,613,31737,022,358

78,59610,008,431

155,6794,529,400

9,87718,373,201

Snaptube

com.meizu.safeC

AppCake

Young Radio

Young Tunes

22% 
Tools & Personalization
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Despite the economic downturn as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, South Africa’s mobile market has 
remained resilient thanks to continued consumer demand. 

South africa

In 2019, fraudulent purchase attempts stood at 86%, resulting from 
over 18,000 malicious apps that had infected users’ devices. In 2020, 
fraudulent purchase attempts appear to have dropped significantly 
(down to 41%), while 1.5 million malware-infected devices and more 
than 9,000 malicious apps were detected. 

Deployed in South Africa since 2018, Secure-D helped pinpoint 
devices that have been impacted, enabling operators in the region to 
take action and work with end-users to help remedy the issue. 

Furthermore, the market has been very decisive in self regulating 
and tackling mobile fraud. This maturity seems to extend to the end 
users as well, who seem more aware of the issue of mobile ad fraud. 
They understand when they are getting defrauded, they quickly 
complain and get refunded. 

It is indicative that within just six months of Secure-D’s implementation 
by one of the largest MNOs in the country customer complaints 
regarding unwanted subscriptions fell by 75%. 

Fraudulent 
transactions

41%

23 Proportion of unique mobile users performing a transaction

9K 
malicious 
apps at play

35M 
mobile transactions 
processed

1 in 10 
malware infected 
devices23

South Africa 
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Top 5 malicious apps in  
South Africa, 2020 

 As for how persistent suspicious apps can be, 
the ‘Ridmik Keyboard’, which is available on 
Google Play, triggered 4,226 sign up requests 
from just a single user in the course of one month.

21,77168,573

397,7221,518,711

19,499129,680

1,57358,588

14,796184,384

APKPure

Status Saver

SHAREit

Factory Mode

VivaVideo
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Most malicious app category

22.6% 
Tools & Personalization
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Indonesia is the fourth-largest smartphone 
market in the world – after China, India, and the 
United States – with approximately 264 million 
smartphone connections.

It is also one of the worst-hit countries by mobile 
ad fraud. In 2020, Secure-D identified nearly three 
million malware-infected devices and around 
22,000 malicious apps targeting users.25

indonesia 

Mobile ad fraud has diversified across the region in the last 
12 months, which has contributed to the higher infection rates. 
Activity in the “Games” category increased to 19% in 2020 (2019: 17%). 
“Tools, Personalization, and Productivity” remained the most 
malicious app category but saw an overall decline of fraudulent 
activity to 20.5%, compared with 24% in 2019.

The Indonesian market was heavily impacted by the presence of the 
‘com.android.fmradio’ app, which Secure-D has identified as being 
a very active threat for conducting fraudulent sign ups. In 2020, 
Secure-D blocked nearly 100 million purchase attempts from this 
one app alone.

Of the 486 million total transactions Secure-D processed in 
Indonesia throughout the year, 99.65% were found to be fraudulent 
in nature.

Fraudulent 
transactions

99.65%

24 Proportion of unique mobile users performing a transaction
25 GSMA, “Global Forecast Review, Q4 2020”, January 2021

22K 
malicious 
apps at play

486.4M 
mobile transactions 
processed

Almost

1 in 2 
malware  
infected devices24

Indonesia
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Top 5 malicious apps in 
Indonesia, 2020 

 Demonstrating the systemic nature of mobile 
ad fraud in the country, Secure-D identified one 
user whose device attempted to make 6,243 
transaction requests from the ‘QuickTouch’ app 
in just one month.

23,0467,820,933

356,01899,805,904

546,36535,884,631

31,26345,121,186C com.meizu.safe

C com.android.fmradio

Caping

QuickTouch

RemovedPresence of Google Play: Published Never 
Published
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Most malicious app category

20.5% 
Tools & Personalization

76,8886,665,871VivaVideo
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Thailand has a population of over 69 million and 
in 2020 was home to 961,000 malware-infected 
devices. Last year, Secure-D discovered 92% 
of nearly 30 million processed transactions in 
the region were fraudulent. More than 3,500 
malicious apps that had infected user devices 
were also blocked.

Thailand

Fraudulent 
transactions

92%Secure-D identified “Tools, Personalization, and Productivity” 
as the worst hit app category for malicious app activity. 29.7% 
of all suspicious apps available on Google Play in Thailand 
belong to this group. With 20% of fraudulent activity originating 
from apps in the “Games” category, this was the second most 
popular target for fraudsters.

In one instance, Secure-D blocked 10,687 purchase attempts 
from one user triggered by the app ‘com.meizu.safe’ over the 
course of one month in 2020.

In keeping with the trend found across all markets where 
Secure-D is deployed, the prevalence of malicious apps on 
third-party stores was much higher (64%) than on the official 
Google Play store (24%).

26 Proportion of unique mobile users performing a transaction

3.5K 
malicious 
apps at play

29.4M 
mobile transactions 
processed

1 in 3 
malware infected 
devices26

Thailand
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Top 5 malicious apps in 
Thailand, 2020 

 A particularly dangerous app, ‘Sita Cleaner’, 
was found to be bypassing one-time passwords 
(OTPs). Sita Cleaner circumvented this additional 
layer of protection to subscribe users to digital 
services without their knowledge or consent, 
demonstrating the need for more sophisticated 
solutions than relying solely on OTPs.

13,3281,000,699

9,3452,469,051

7,8671,323,228

11,6631,150,041

17,4141,483,907Sita Cleaner

AsimpliClean

C com.meizu.safe

Spotless Cleaner

VivaVideo
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Nigeria

Nigeria is the largest mobile market in Africa, with 
105 million unique mobile subscribers and over 
190 million mobile connections.28 Mobile internet 
penetration is below 35% across the country’s 
population, making it a market with tremendous 
growth potential. Secure-D identified more than 34,000 
malware-infected devices and 576 malicious apps at play 
in the region.

Fraudulent 
transactions

30%Data for the country comes from a three-month sensor campaign. 
The goal was to ascertain fraud levels in Nigeria from November 
2020 to January 2021. Nigerian regulation stipulates that all mobile 
purchase transactions require consent via a specific procedure 
(USSD NI). While this method adds a layer of security to purchase 
transactions, it negatively affects the user experience by forcing 
mobile users away from the web channel. This creates friction and 
results in fewer legitimate purchases. Making the case that using 
Secure-D would make mobile purchases easier and safer, a top 
Nigerian mobile operator gained regulatory approval to use a pure 
web-flow during mobile purchases for the first time since 2017.

During the sensor campaign, Secure-D quickly identified that 
the “Tools, Productivity & Personalization” category contained the 
most malicious apps (41%). Over half of suspicious apps (53%) have 
gone through Google Play at some point, with 35% still available 
on Google’s official app store.

576 
malicious 
apps at play

415K 
mobile transactions 
processed

1 in 9 
malware infected 
devices27

Nigeria

27 Proportion of unique mobile users performing a transaction
28 GSMA Intelligence Data
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Top 5 malicious apps in 
Nigeria, 2020 

 Demonstrating the persistent and dangerous 
nature of mobile ad fraud, Secure-D found 
the ‘HiOS Launcher app’ made 315 malicious 
transaction attempts from a single device in just 
one month.

350536

1,8363,394

1,8502,432

1,4581,857

2,0313,210HiOS Launcher(2021)

XOS Launcher(2020)

Phoenix Browser

Cobo Launcher Easily DIY 
Theme

AHA Games
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Mobile ad fraud is a multi-faceted and ever-changing problem, made more 
complex by the increasingly converging nature of connectivity. 

This attracts fraudsters from parallel industries or domains, who behave like sophisticated multinational 
businesses, constantly innovating, deploying new techniques, and jumping between jurisdictions to 
avoid getting caught.

Let’s recap the scale of the problem: 

mobile users conducting a 
transaction, had malware 
infected devices.

could have been lost to 
fraudulent activity, had 
these purchase attempts 
not been blocked.

1 in 6 $1.3B

95%
of the 1 billion mobile 
transactions Secure-D 
processed were identified 
as suspicious and blocked.

45K 
malicious apps were active 
on Google Play and third-
party stores.

Mobile infection trends to watch
As more business and personal activities are 
shifting online as a result of the pandemic, there 
is a revenue boom in the digital ecosystem. 
Threat actors have been exploiting this fact, 
and people’s desire for information about the 
COVID-19 pandemic, preying on widespread fear 
and uncertainty.

Data from Secure-D confirms this change 
in direction: 

•  Third-party unregulated app stores have 
become even more popular for fraudsters as 
they are easy targets. 29% of malicious apps 
went through Google Play (7% were removed) 
but this is a sizable improvement compared to 
the 51% recorded by Secure-D in 2019.

•  The official Android app store is undoubtedly 
the safest bet for users. However, mobile apps 
coming from legitimate sources can still be 
compromised. 

•  Heavily featured in the top ten “agitator” 
apps are system apps, which typically come 
preinstalled on low-end Android handsets. 
Equally, apps that offer to “crack” premium tools 
for free often end up costing users a lot more 
in fraudulent charges. 

•  While people were forced to stay inside 
because of the pandemic and looked at 
ways to entertain themselves, the year saw 
a spike in home entertainment and gaming. 
Not surprisingly, “Games” was the most 
malware infected Android app category for 
the year, followed by “Tools, Personalization & 
Productivity” apps. 
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Immunization 
According to Upstream’s recent research into the business shift to digital as a result of the pandemic 
(Road to Digital report), 75% of telecom operators have accelerated their digital transformation plans. 
Telcos see data and security as the second biggest challenge in their road to digitalization (with legacy 
platforms integration as the number one challenge). Yet more than half have no data security strategy 
in place at all (52%). 

All businesses want to increase their online presence and engage with customers so that they can 
upsell and attract new ones. However, many face implementation delays and almost all are concerned 
with security. Righlty so, with fraud chasing after the increased online transactional activity. 

Data and market observation also confirm that there is a solid line of defense too; with all mobile 
operators, service providers and advertisers working together, the impact of fraud can be reduced. 

Decisive self-regulation and market-wide vigilance 
In South Africa following an onslaught of malware infections and end-user complaints, the whole market 
became more aware of the issue of mobile fraud. Consumers registering their complaints led to the 
market self-regulating, introducing a decisive step for its protection against fraud. Mobile operators have 
responded by deploying security solutions, like Secure-D, where the platform has established a strong 
presence and is effecting noticeable change.

https://www.upstreamsystems.com/the-road-to-digital/
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Network-level solutions 
Though fraud impacts all players, mobile operators are the gatekeepers of the mobile ecosystem. There 
are also the ones who suffer the most by poor customer experience,  increased complaints and churn. 
Fraud is not a one-time risk. Its prevention requires dedicated expertise and 24x7 monitoring.

Secure-D in action 

Security embedded across digital offerings 
Digital customer engagement is a trend that is here to stay. It’s been accelerated by global quarantine 
and lockdown measures and is the holy grail of sales. In the telco world, more and more operators 
are pushing their traditional, core products (plan upgrades, portability, internet plans) as well as new 
offerings (apps, TV, smart home solutions, OTT) online. They are all looking to get a share of the digital 
ad revenue pie. 

Players across other industries, from Insurance to Education, are also increasingly looking to digital for 
leads. All these channels and digital interactions are popular the world over. And, at the same time, they 
are becoming extremely vulnerable to fraudulent activity. 

The solution? Security must become an inherent part, embedded as a protective layer, across digital 
offerings of any market player who wants to safeguard their revenues, data, and end-users from fraud. 
This will ensure all leads and clicks are genuine, malware and bots are kept at bay, and customer 
acquisitions are safe as they are fast.

Following an increased 
number of complaints 
and refund requests for 
unauthorized sign ups to 
premium subscriptions, 
a top African mobile operator 
approached Upstream in 
search of a solution. 

Secure-D was employed to 
trigger a clearing process 
ensuring no customer would 
be charged for a sign up until 
this clearing was validated. 
Transactions were processed 
via applied machine learning 
and behavioral analytics that 
highlighted known threats.

In the first 6 months:

Issue Solution Results

drop in fraud 
attempt rate

less complaints 
for unwanted 
subscriptions

>50%
75%
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Mobile ad fraud is an ongoing 
battle. End-users are often 
caught in the crossfire, unaware 
fraudulent activity is taking place 
on their devices until it is too late.

Unfortunately, as awareness of the many 
dangers and risks of mobile ad fraud remains 
low, no corner of the mobile ecosystem goes 
unaffected. Tackling this issue will require a 
concerted effort from industry leaders if fraud 
is to be minimized. It will also require end-
users to remain vigilant so they can protect 
themselves and their devices.

Mobile operators: The gatekeepers 

Mobile operators, app developers, and advertisers experience the brunt of the losses caused by ad 
fraud. But there are steps they can take to mitigate this.

  Prioritize security from the planning phase.

   The impact of mobile ad fraud is highly damaging, with far-reaching consequences. 
Implementing new security measures to mitigate its risks should be one of the primary 
considerations for operators – especially in developing regions where the risks of DCB fraud are 
much greater.

 Choose the right platforms and third-party vendors.

  Thorough research should be conducted to choose reliable third-party vendors and platforms 
for ad publishing and distribution. 

 Keep track of data patterns.

  Mobile operators have access to large volumes of data. This information paired with advanced 
AI and machine learning technologies can help identify questionable traffic patterns and spot 
fraudulent activity.

Powered by Upstream
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End-users: Forewarned is forearmed 
Users in emerging markets are at greater risk. In these regions, DCB is often the most common form 
of mobile transaction. The Google Play store isn’t infallible but it does offer more protection than less 
secure third-party marketplaces. Here are some steps users should take to help avoid mobile ad fraud.

•  Read the reviews and check the developer details in the Google Play listing before 
downloading apps. 

•  Only install applications from trusted sources (i.e. the Google Play Store). Before installing a new 
app, it’s good practice to check its requested permissions in “permission details”. 

•  Review the list of installed apps regularly. Consider uninstalling those that don’t come from trusted 
sources. Make sure to uncheck the “install from unknown sources” option on Android. 

• Keep OS software up to date to make sure the latest security fixes are in place

•  Install as few apps as possible. This mitigates the risk of an app that’s no longer used being 
compromised, as well as keeping the device operating efficiently

•  Getting something for free may end up costing more. Apps that claim to be free, or 
cracked versions of premium apps, are probably too good to be true. It’s likely they will contain 
hidden malware. 

General security tips for devices

Trust or respond to alerts that attempt to 
gather your personal or financial information.

Click on links in emails before checking to 
ensure they are legitimate.

Install the most recent security and app 
updates on your devices.

DO

DO

DO

Only install applications that come from 
legitimate sources. Ensure you review the 

ratings and requested permissions for any 
application you install.

Check the app you are about to download is the 
official version, not a fraudulent clone imitating it.

DO NOT

Reuse passwords across multiple accounts and 
devices. If you believe sensitive information 
like a username or password has been 
compromised, immediately change it.

DO NOT

DO NOT
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ABOUT THE REPORT
This report features aggregate transaction data from Upstream’s Secure-D 
platform. Mobile operators around the world take advantage of Secure-D’s 
extensive monitoring capabilities and data-driven intelligence to identify and 
protect against fraudulent transactions in real time.

With in-depth analysis into the different types of fraudulent activity, insights into malicious apps, the 
growing areas for concern, and more, this report represents one of the largest and most detailed data 
sets regarding mobile ad fraud and mobile malware available today.

Tackling the ongoing problem of fraud relies on increased industry awareness. As fraudsters become 
more sophisticated in their attacks, being forewarned is forearmed. This means equipping all industry 
players with the insight they need to take action. 
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ABOUT SECURE-D
Secure-D is Upstream’s full-stack anti-fraud platform, incorporating data 
intelligence with payment processing workflows to protect mobile operators 
and their subscribers against online transaction fraud and data depletion. 

Secure-D helps safeguard operators, end-users, advertisers, and app publishers against the damaging 
impact of mobile ad fraud. It is offered as a stand-alone solution but is also incorporated across 
Upstream’s full portfolio of customer acquisition and engagement offerings, ensuring:

• Lead generation is genuine.

• Malware and bots, responsible for unwanted subscriptions are stopped.

• Infected Users are identified instantly and securely via Header-Enrichment.

•  Ad fraud is detected, blocked and reported before it enters the purchase funnel via Secure-D’s 
predictive AI and behavioral pattern blocking. 

How Secure-D stops digital fraud & abuse

In 2020, the Secure-D platform was deployed by 35 mobile operators across 23 countries covering more 
than 800 million consumers. Last year, Secure-D processed approximately one billion transactions, 
detecting and blocking suspicious or fraudulent activity originating from over 45,000 malicious apps. 

Behavioral 
pattern blocking
User behavior analysis 
to further block 
unwanted patterns

Granular 
Security Policy 
Calibration
The operator can 
choose to change 
the level of security 
per traffic source, 
service etc.

Charge Clearing 
Process
Valid transactions are 
not cleared for billing 
immediately with the 
option of retro-active 
cancellation

Individual 
Incident 
Investigation 
Interface
Call center has 
access to see and 
investigate individual 
cases and can answer 
customer queries

Predictive AI 
blocking
Predictive AI models 
fueled with rich 
contextual data

Infected Device 
Notification
Automated weekly 
reports that include 
useful insights 
about infected 
devices so that users 
can be notified
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ABOUT UPSTREAM
Upstream is the go-to technology partner for enterprises in emerging markets 
seeking to achieve digital growth. As a leader in mobile technology for the past 
20 years, it provides innovative solutions that speak to 1.2 billion consumers. 
Upstream’s partners unlock new revenue streams boosting their customer 
engagement and acquisitions, driving conversions and reducing churn. 

Its end-to-end solutions invigorate the end customers’ experience and engagement via its personalized 
digital journeys and omnichannel approach. Migration to digital sales becomes only a matter of weeks 
with no need for upfront investments. And all this with a unique added layer of digital transaction 
security powered by the award-winning security platform, Secure-D, driving fraud-free revenue and 
end-user protection. Upstream currently works with more than 60 companies in Telco, Insurance, and 
Retail in over 45 countries in Latin America, Africa, the Middle East, and South-East Asia.
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